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Abstract

Data collected through devices are stored in a single cloud and processed in Internet of
Things (IoT) environment. Because IoT has a limitation of computing and storage space of
devices. In order to solve the problem of reliability of centralized system, previous researches
have been carried out to link blockchain to the Internet. However, user privacy protection is
an indispensable factor for sharing data through the Internet. However, these limitations are
not overcome. In this paper, the access control of the user is made flexible and robust through
Dynamic Access Control Table (DACT) using the context attribute of IDentity of Things (IDoT).
The system proposed in this paper can build a platform to securely share users’ power
consumption data in the energy cloud. 1
Keywords: Internet of Things, Blockchain based on tangle, Energy cloud, Data privacy,
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1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) will take the form of sharing data measured by sensors connected
to each other and digitizing industries in various fields.
Current power grids are optimized for unidirectional power delivery. This makes it difficult
to optimize the supply and demand of energy. In order to optimize the power grid, a power grid
integrated with ICT technology, control technology and sensor technology is required in the
power grid. The energy cloud is an efficient system that can purchase the necessary energy or
sell the remaining energy through such a power grid.
Data reliability is still a key issue in the future of the Internet of Energy (IoE), and solutions
to address data sharing and reliability issues in the energy cloud are becoming issues.
In this regard, blockchain technology can provide a solution to the data reliability problem.
Blockchain has been applied in various fields and ensures the consistency and reliability of
information. Blockchain has emerged as a key technology to change the way information is
shared.
In order to prevent security threats such as forgery of energy trading data in previous
researches, a system which adopts a blockchain [8] or a method of setting a consumption pattern
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suitable for a specific situation in consideration of parameters such as user’s preference or
household appliances . In this study, previous studies [7][8][9][10][11] are effective, but they
have limitations on user privacy issues. IoT (Internet of Things) Because there is a limitation
of computing and storage space of devices, data collected through devices are stored in a single
cloud and processed. In order to solve the problem of reliability of centralized system, previous
researches have been carried out to link blockchain to the Internet [3][4][5]. However, user
privacy protection is an indispensable factor for sharing data through the Internet. However,
these limitations are not overcome. In this paper, the access control of the user is made flexible
and robust through DACT using the context attribute of IDoT (IDentity of Things). The system
proposed in this paper can build a platform to securely share users’ power consumption data in
the energy cloud. To overcome the reliability limitation of the IoT system, we compare the
results of this paper with previous studies [3][4][5] in which blockchain are interlocked.
In this paper, we propose a system structure that provides data reliability through blockchain
considering user privacy in energy optimization system.

2. Related works
2.1. Internet of Things and IDoT
The Internet of Things is attracting attention as a core technology leading to a connected
society by connecting people, goods, and places and providing various services by combining
them with various fields. Things as core technology Internet security has always been an issue.
Research is underway to analyze the characteristics of IDoT (IDentity of Things) to solve these
security issues [1].
[Figure 1] is a structure of IDoT that borrows the concept of IDoU (Identity of Users) used
in traditional systems and networks. This structure is divided into inheritance, association,
knowledge, and context.

Figure 1. Identity in the Internet of Things

[Figure 1], “inheritance” means something like human biometrics (fingerprint or retina).
Biometrics is a PUF (Physical Unclonable Function), and it is used only in fields requiring
strong security, but it is one of popularized technologies [6]. Objects Internet devices are given
a personal gateway like a smartphone, which is connected through “association”. This transfers
data to the cloud through pre-defined smartphones. And for “knowledge (knowledge)” e.g.
smartphones, but the (International Mobile Equipment Identity) IMEI, IMEI Changing the
smartphone is not as simple as changing your password. Finally, it is “context”. This can have
a significant impact on the security of the Internet. Objects Internet sensors are placed in groups
that are related to each other. Attach various sensors to various parts of a person’s body, and
observe all bodies belonging to the person with sensors. Monitor and study the data collected
by several sensors belonging to the same group. And comparing with the expected behavior
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profile, IDoT of specific characteristic comes out. Contexts, unlike the previous ones, come
from a variety of Internet objects that are related to each other [1].
In this paper, DACT is defined using IDoT and user authentication process is performed
through defined DACT. Through the user authentication process using IDoT, the effect of
service such as power trading is enhanced without infringing privacy of shared data.
2.2. Access control policy
Song, YJ et al. [2] emphasized the importance of generating new information, i.e., contextual
information, by deducing information collected according to the user’s situation in the Internet
environment of things. In order to protect sensitive information that is sensed in the Internet
environment of objects, information access control technique through context awareness is
needed.
In this paper, user authentication is performed using DACT based on IDoT to protect user ‘s
privacy in data sharing system. To do this, DACT consists of defined links and contexts. link
is your smartphone. Context historically stores dynamic data such as user’s access time and
location, and effectively protects privacy by matching user’s real-time dynamic data.
2.3. Tangle based blockchain
Unlike existing blockchains, Tangles developed by IOTA do not form blocks [12]. Tangle
configures a distributed ledger only for each transaction. Also, the consensus process is not
performed before saving. When a transaction occurs on the Tangle network, the user who
generated the transaction chooses two transactions that lack the consensus number in their
database. Then, the POW aggregation process is performed to verify the hash values of the
transactions. The process of transaction processing in Tangle [Figure 2].

Figure 2. Process of tangle

Two transaction hash values that have already been agreed upon are included in the
transaction and then stored. It is a storage structure that connects with a directional acyclic
graph (DAG) instead of a chain structure like the existing blockchain. The DAG type in which
transactions are stored is shown in [Figure 3].
Tangles have low difficulty of proof of work and low commission compared to blockchains.
In addition, the lightweight hash algorithm Curl, developed by the IOTA Foundation, enables
transactions to be processed faster than blockchains.
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Figure 3. Off-chain storage structure of tangle

In this paper, we design the energy consumption data to be able to trade smoothly in real
time using the tangled network.
Smart contract is a contract that is implemented to be executed when a certain condition is
satisfied in a blockchain environment. The smart contract has a unique address and is executed
when a message that satisfies the condition is sent to the address.
2.4. Blockchain connection for privacy protection in IoT environment
Truc Dinh et al. [3] presented how to use blockchains to solve data privacy problems in the
Internet of Things (IoT). With Smart Contract, we have developed a system model with an
unreliable access control mechanism that allows users to fully control their data and track how
third-party services access the data. We also proposed a firmware update method using a
blockchain to prevent fraudulent data due to modulation of IoT devices.
Yunru Zhang et al. [4] controlled data access using a block-chain model and an attributebased cryptographic system in the Internet environment to protect personal information. I used
the Permission Access Control Table to control access to the data. To achieve granular access
control, a smart contract was used to generate an access control table (PACT). The owner first
placed the smart contract in the access control table of the blockchain.
The architecture consists of an object Internet device, a data owner, a block-chain network,
and a cloud. In addition, blockchain has been configured to control access to data using the
access control table in terms of security.

3. System structure to protect user privacy of power consumption data
3.1. Architecture
Truc Dinh et al. [3] introduced a system for solving data privacy problems in object internet
environment using blockchain [Figure 4]. Aggregators are users who generate data. Aggregator
𝐴 = {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑛 } represents an entity in which n components are aggregated. The data
created by the aggregator is stored in off-chain storage and uses the hash of the stored data as
a pointer. This information is recorded in the blockchain. Subscriber accesses off-chain storage
using pointers in the blockchain when they want to browse the desired data. The vendor updates
the firmware of each device of the aggregator to manage the system flexibly.
In this paper, we use off-chain storage in the form of a cloud and use a hash as a pointer.
However, instead of specifying a pointer through a Vendor, the user specifies a hash pointer
using DHT. Also, for privacy reasons, the subscriber designed the structure to obtain a hash
pointer only after obtaining the agreement of the aggregator.
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To efficiently utilize energy consumption, data must be analyzed through a smart meter. For
this reason, it is shared so that user data, that is, MyData, can be collected, analyzed, and
browsed.

Figure 4. Blockchain type IoT system with off-chain storage

So the user has 𝐴, 𝐵 = {𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑇1 , 𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑇2 , … 𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑇𝑛 } and smart meter. The smart meter measures
the amount of power and generates MyData. A When a user wants to browse MyData of user
B, it is possible to browse from time to time. At this time, however, the privacy of user B is not
maintained. We designed a system that can consume energy efficiently while sharing user’s
privacy while sharing power consumption data.

Figure 5. Secure energy data sharing cloud system based on blockchain

The system configuration is largely divided into user, energy cloud, and smart contract. Each
configuration of the system is defined as follows.
1) User: Users define PACT based on IDoT for their own authentication. IDoT, which is
defined in PACT, uses dynamic context and link. In the context configuration, the location
information within a specific time and time is stored and used in a historical manner. Link uses
the user’s proprietary smartphone and desktop information.
2) Energy Cloud: The Energy Cloud owns each user’s PACT to authenticate the user. This
function allows users to go through certification procedures compared to PACT, which owns
real-time IDoT information of users who want to access data.
3) Smart contact: In a blockchain network environment, the user creates a smart contact. The
generated smart contact sets the hash pointer value specified by the user to the condition value.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we added a blockchain to get out of the existing centralized system. This
overcomes the limitations of centralized form. And through PACT based on IDoT’s dynamic
context, it has been designed to provide flexible and robust access control to users.
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